RIGHT OF WAY AGENT TRAINING PROGRAM

SATURDAY, March 15TH, 2008

at

Hyatt Place Hotel
In the Ft. Worth Stockyards

There is a significant need for trained right of way agents to assist with acquiring right of way for pipelines to carry natural gas from individual well sites to existing pipeline infrastructure. It is anticipated the development of the Barnett Shale will continue for the next two decades. According to local professionals, right of way agents working in the area of the Barnett Shale typically earn between $35,000 and $85,000 annually depending upon experience and personal initiative.

Due to the boom of the oil and gas industry, a ONE DAY training class is being offered at Hyatt Place Hotel located at 132 E. Exchange Avenue, Ft. Worth, Texas 76106. This training class is an exciting new course designed to train local individuals in the skills necessary to meet the demands for right of way agents created by the Barnett Shale play.

The course is titled Right of Way Agent Training Program. It was developed to teach the skills necessary for new right of way agents to serve various oil and gas companies located in and around Tarrant County, Texas.

The Registration Fee is $275.00 including lunch & parking

The course will be taught on Saturday, MARCH 15th, 2008 from 9:00 am to 3:00 pm at The Hyatt Place Hotel and will provide training in the areas of Title Examination, Engineering, Real Estate Evaluation, Pipeline Construction and Negotiation. In addition the Course Manual version of the - Right of Way Agent Training Program developed by Texas Right of Way Associates, Inc. "TRWA" will be available for your use in the field. Students who successfully complete the Right of Way Agent Training Program will be eligible to submit resumes to TRWA which in turn will submit to TRWA's clients in the oil & gas Industry.

The course will be taught by Don Valden, CEO of Texas Right of Way Associates, Inc., a local right of way acquisitions consulting firm. Mr. Valden is a Member of the IRWA (International Right of Way Association), has worked in the Barnett Shale play for the past 5 years and has worked in the oil & gas industry for over 27 years.

Register Now! Registration Deadline MARCH 10TH, 2008 Limited Enrollment

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 817-377-0079 or go to: www.TexasRWA.com